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The solution we are proposing reaches the asteroid after receiving 4 minimum-height
planetary gravity assists. The available hyperbolic excess velocity is used to put the
spacecraft into an outer heliocentric orbit, whose natural period permits a 4:3 ∆V -EGA
maneuver. Then, the spacecraft performs two revolutions around the sun to prepare
itself to a high-velocity Venus flyby. As the planet cannot adequately rotate the large
hyperbolic excess velocity, a second flyby is executed almost on place after 19 Venus
years. The spacecraft can now reach Jupiter with a large radial velocity and a quite
high relative velocity, which is rotated to make the heliocentric trajectory retrograde. A
suitable Jupiter position permits to reach the asteroid near its perihelion.

The problem has been solved using an indirect optimization method that is charac-
terized by the capability of attaining a local optimum with a very high accuracy. The
optimal thrust direction is provided by the primer vector direction. In this kind of pro-
blems the thrust magnitude follows a bang-bang law, where the thrust-on time is dictated
by a positive value of the switching function. Actually a better accuracy and an easier
convergence are obtained by setting the switching function to zero at the extremes of a
propelled arc. Rigorous conditions for optimal gravity assists, for both cases of opera-
tive and non-operative altitude constraints, had been proposed by this research group
(L. Casalino, G. Colasurdo, D. Pastrone, “Optimization Procedure for Preliminary De-
sign of Opposition-Class Mars Missions,” Journal of Guidance, Control, and Dynamics,
Vol. 21, No. 1, 1998, pp. 134-140, and L. Casalino, G. Colasurdo, D. Pastrone, “Optimal
Low-Thrust Escape Trajectories Using Gravity Assist”, Journal of Guidance, Control,

and Dynamics, Vol. 22, No. 5, 1999, pp. 637-642) and are included in the procedure. The
structure of the solution, i.e., the sequence of gravity assists and propelled arcs is a priori
fixed, and then corrected according to Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle. The numerical
solution is achieved according to a classical shooting technique.

A general objective of this group is that of improving the quality of methods and
solutions, while getting a better knowledge of the basic principles that rule interplanetary
trajectories. Thus, this group did not develop any automatic procedure to search for the
global-optimum trajectory for a specific mission. This task would be extremely difficult
to accomplish in the problem at hand, which is quite challenging due to the abnormal
time-length of the mission and wideness of the launch window. The proposed solution has
been obtained resorting on the acquired knowledge of the general principles governing the
combined use of electric propulsion and gravity assists. Preliminary analyses of positions
and flyby resources from the available planets, and separated optimizations of shorter
legs, have provided the tentative solution for the complete mission.

The authors are aware that their solution does not attain the global optimum for
this problem. In the past, for difficult but simpler problems, they have first looked
for the global optimum solution with unlimited launch window, by leaving the planets
free on their orbits. Starting from this solution, it is not difficult to obtain the global
optimum within an assigned launch window. This procedure is however impracticable



due to required use of rigorous ephemeris, which further moves the proposed problem
away from an academic interest toward a legitimate industrial connotation.

Finally, the authors note that a second short propelled arc should be added between
the two Venus flybys. This fact emphasizes one of the merits of indirect procedures:
the way of improving the solution is shown by the switching function. Such a difficult
problem deserves a little more time to make the computer code and the human ingenuity
converge to a better solution. Relevant dates and mission features are shown in the table.
Projections of the trajectory on the XY plane are shown in the figures.

Event Date Rel. velocity Trip Time Thrust time Perf. index
(km/s) days days kg km2/s2

Departure Jan. 20, 2019 2.50 - - -
Earth flyby Nov. 9, 2022 7.79 - - -
Venus flyby May 20, 2029 14.03 - - -
Venus flyby Jan. 26, 2041 14.03 - - -
Jupiter flyby March 14, 2042 18.18 - - -

Arrival Sep. 26, 2047 51.67 10475.2 3346.7 1291113.58
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